


Introduction
Communities that conserve their sensitive natural lands and safeguard precious 
waterways are investing wisely.  Besides the intangible benefits of land and water 
conservation enjoyed by residents, visitors and society at large—scenic beauty, 
biodiversity, places for recreation and reflection—numerous studies demonstrate that 
protecting open space and water sources generates real economic benefits and 
improves the local tax base. 

Investment in land and water conservation helps Boerne/Kendall 
County protect its bottom line in four key ways: 

1. Reduces the Tax Burden on Residents 

2. Improves Property Values and Increases Tax Revenue 

3. Reduces Spending on Infrastructure 

4. Attracts Business Investment 
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1. Reduces the Tax Burden on 
Residents
Local taxes support the needed capital and operational costs of water infrastructure that 
delivers safe drinking water.  Astutely managing the cost of and investment in that 
infrastructure yields tax savings to residents.  Land conservation helps.

Every $1 invested in conservation yields up to $10 return on investment.

Conserving open land saves taxpayer money. It protects drinking water quality and 
quantity and reduces flooding impacts.

•  Every $1 invested in land conservation for water protection can avoid 
$6 in water infrastructure costs for taxpayers.  

Conserving open lands is a cost-effective strategy for securing clean water.  It 
reduces costs associated with capturing, cleaning and storing water resources.  
As rain falls, undeveloped lands absorb and filter water, removing bacteria and 
chemical pollutants.  This improves water quality. Natural habitats also help store 
and slowly release water over time. This enhances water quantity.1

•  Every $1 spent on flood risk reduction can decrease disaster costs by 
$4, achieving significant long-term savings for taxpayers.

Land conservation in floodways and floodplains has been shown to be a cost-
effective solution for reducing flood damage. By soaking up flood waters, 
conserved areas help to capture rainfall, slow water movement, reduce erosion, 
reduce surge levels and decrease flood damage.2 Creating buffers around 
creeks and rivers can also avoid future property damages caused by flooding.  
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2. Improves Surrounding Property 
Values & Increases Tax Revenue
Open spaces have a direct financial impact on a community. In thirty impact studies of 
parks and open spaces, 25 studies reported a positive impact on surrounding property 
prices, which leads to increased tax revenue. The impact varied considerably with 
natural space attributes, such as the size and typology, but open space proximity 
contributed a 10%–20% increase in the nearby property prices.3

Analyses determining property premiums associated with proximity to natural amenities 
in Central Texas reveals that the closer properties are to natural resources, the 
higher the average price and potential property tax income.  This price elevation is 
due to the ‘‘amenity magnet’’ effect that an environmental amenity generates. As the 
measure of proximity is defined by a squared distance term, it shows that the property 
price effect reduces more rapidly as the distance from the protected property increases.4

Figure 2.1: Layout of a 50-acre Natural Park  
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Figure 2.2: Example of Proximate Impact on the Neighborhood 

Here’s a “home grown” example of how natural resources that characterize Boerne and 
the Hill Country impact property values and subsequent increase in tax rolls.  Premiums 
on land values in nearby Wimberley are tied to Cypress Creek, which runs through the 
city.  Wimberley’s Cypress Creek Project assessed the potential land value changes 
associated with creek and watershed degradation.  

The subsequent report estimated that prolonged reduced flow conditions could 
reduce market values in the portion of the watershed adjacent to the creek by as 
much as 25-45%.  Further long-term decreases in water quality could result in a 
20-30% decline in market value in creek side properties.  Potential ranges for 
reduction in values were also reported for the “wet” portion of the watershed in general:  
5-10% devaluation for prolonged reduced flow and up to 5% loss in value due to 
degraded water quality.

See pages 16-18 for other examples of how land conservation/water preservation is 
good fiscal policy. 
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3. Reduces Spending on Infrastructure 
It is often assumed that residential developments constitute the highest and best use of 
land, but they also incur significant costs compared to other land uses.  Residential 
development over their life spans may cost communities more money than they stand to 
gain in taxes. Conserving land may make more economic sense over the long term.

More Tax Revenue at What Cost?
Research shows that when you weigh anticipated economic benefits from various forms 
of development against the cost of delivering infrastructure and services—such as 
roads and schools—to the development, converting open space to residential 
development almost always costs more in funding new required services than the 
community can expect to realize in taxes and other benefits from the 
development.5

Figure 3.1: Median Cost to Provide Public Services to Different Land Uses per Dollar of 
Revenue Raised* 
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New residential development has meant more property tax revenue for Boerne. But it 
has also put a strain on resources.  Many new subdivisions are outside the city limits, 
but those residents still use city resources.  The cost of providing these services is 
greater than the tax income generated by the residents.6 Converting open land into 
residential developments could exacerbate Boerne’s financial demands particularly for 
low density neighborhoods.

Protected Lands Mean Protected Water, Fewer Treatment Upgrades

A study of 27 water suppliers found that the more forest cover in a watershed, the lower 
the treatment costs.7

• Approximately 50 to 55% of the variation in treatment costs can be explained by the 
percent of forest cover in the source area.

• For every 10% increase in forest cover in the source area (up to about 60% forest 
cover), treatment and chemical costs decreased approximately 20%.

• Suppliers with protected source waters are less likely to be forced to invest in major 
upgrades because their pollution concentrations are more likely to remain below 
maximum allowed levels.

The surrounding Boerne area and Eastern Kendall County are at a tipping point of 
growth.  However, opportunities exist to preserve natural capital and emphasize its 
value through land conservation initiatives, development regulations and incentives that 
prioritize and protect his value.

Money Does Grow on Trees

Urbanization can negatively affect a community’s Urban Tree Canopy (UTC) and quality 
of life. 

The benefits of Boerne’s UTC can be quantified:  a single mature shade tree can provide 
$150 in annual net benefits--$6,000 over 40 years.  These benefits include reduced 
stormwater runoff, treatment services, heating and cooling costs, enhanced property 
values and increased quality of life.8

The current estimated annual ecosystem services value of Boerne’s forest resource is 
$3.97 million…but it is at risk.

The existing tree canopy cover of Boerne is below average at 20%, compared to 23% for 
its mapping zone. According to the Texas A&M Forest Service Canopy-to-Change model, 
Boerne’s potential UTC would be at 27% by 2030 if future development preserves 80% 
of the existing canopy and plants open areas at zone target rate of 30%.9
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Any increase—or decrease—in UTC brings an increase in ecosystem services and 
associated benefits.  We need look no further than San Antonio for verification.  San 
Antonio lost 22 percent of its tree cover between 1985 and 2001. This cost the city 
an estimated $146 million in stormwater management services.10

Figure 3.2: Water Treatment and Chemical Costs Based on % of Forested Watershed 

Source: The Trust for Public Land 11
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4.  Attracts Business Investment 

People perceive Boerne and the rest of the Texas Hill Country as having a high quality 
of life, which is directly tied to the region’s abundance of natural resources. 

The communities within the Hill Country are known for their diverse and beautiful 
ecological landscapes, their plentiful outdoor recreation opportunities and their strong 
cultural identity. Boerne’s Hill Country neighbors have concerted efforts underway to 
leverage their outdoor assets in order to attract tourists, young professionals and 
businesses.  They are using their areas’ streams, rivers, hiking and biking trails and 
natural beauty as major recruiting tools and economic generators. 

• Tourism in Wimberley is primarily driven by local water resources.  Although Cypress 
Creek is not heavily used for tubing or paddling, it winds through downtown 
Wimberley, creating a setting for shopping and dining.  Wimberley’s Market Days is 
the second-largest in the state, with some 500 vendors.  On average, 10,000 people 
shop at Market Days each month.12

• The $384.1 million San Antonio River Improvements Project was an investment that 
targeted the four-mile Museum Reach north of downtown and the one-mile Eagleland 
and eight-mile Mission Reach south of downtown. The Project provided stable, 
maintainable flood control while enhancing recreational, cultural and economic 
attributes of the city.13

• Further afield in the Texas coastal town of Rockport, the HummerBird Celebration 
brings in some 5,000 people to the area over a long weekend in September.  The 
event was built around a natural resource—the hummingbird—to bring awareness of 
nature, wildlife, habitat and all birds to the community.14

• And nationally, in a digital world with increasing transparency and the growing 
influence of Millennials, employees expect a productive, engaging, enjoyable work 
experience.  Employers are innovating with office design to improve worker 
happiness, productivity and well-being.  Biophilia, the human impulse to connect to 
nature, increases work productivity by 15%, prompting many corporate campuses to 
locate in natural settings.  Apple is one of the biggest companies to employ this 
design trend.  Their new offices aptly called Apple Park is dotted with over 10,000 
trees.15
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No matter how quality of life is defined, open spaces (and the conservation/preservation 
efforts that make them possible) are profoundly important.  But promoting natural capital 
to encourage economic growth comes with the responsibility to also support and 
promote stewardship.

If the natural environment deteriorates, the perception of amenity value and quality of 
life decreases, causing a downward spiral in the attractiveness to potential relocating 
businesses and visitors alike, thereby retarding economic growth.  

Yes, Boerne could rely on substantial tax and cash incentives to attract businesses.  But 
this risky reliance on incentives would be well replaced by capitalizing on local natural 
assets and strategic economic development that involves designing a community to 
satisfy the needs of its stakeholders. Boerne succeeds when residents, workers and 
local businesses derive satisfaction from living here, and when visitors, relocating 
businesses and investors find their expectations met.
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The Business Case for Natural 
Resource Conservation
No community seriously debates whether environmental issues affect the community’s 
“bottom line.” At the very least, city leaders recognize that key stakeholders, like their 
residents and visitors, do care about these issues. 

Recent events in the Boerne area, such as major development adjacent to Cibolo Creek 
and Boerne Lake, the community’s drinking water supply, make it clear that 
environmental issues affect the community’s sense of place AND the “bottom line.” 

Boerne’s community leadership now faces a real opportunity to position conservation 
projects as critical drivers of economic health and resilience.

 “Why should Boerne make the change?” 

For some city leaders, the conservation stewardship view feels counterintuitive.  They 
have been motivated by maximizing short-term tax revenues.

But viewing Boerne through a conservation/stewardship lens helps create a better 
Boerne—one that’s resilient and responsive to residents, visitors and society in general. 
People want to live in a community that shares their values. Communities that innovate 
to solve environmental challenges create a place to live that residents want and feel 
good about. It’s all about the “brand value” of their community.

“Yeah, but since ‘green’ things always cost money, it’s hard to get community 
leaders to go along.” 

It’s a strange myth that managing environmental issues always, or even mostly, costs 
money. Previous examples in this brief prove that.  But these initiatives, whether offering 
a quick payback or longer-term value, are investments, not costs. They’re no different 
than the investment choices Boerne city leadership makes in tourism marketing, hard 
infrastructure or other areas of Boerne’s business that require strategic thinking. And the 
increase in resident engagement that often emerges as the result of a commitment to 
land and water protection may more than cover the costs in more intangible ways.
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“So, is there business value in all of this?” 

Yes, land conservation and water stewardship create business value. They are also a 
powerful source of competitive advantage. Leading-edge communities often shape the 
future to their advantage.  Investing in conservation/stewardship “ahead of the curve” 
allows Boerne to create first mover advantage, enabling it to build brand advantage, or 
to create relationships or assets that will serve it well in a shifting world.

Some conservation efforts will pay back more quickly than others, but yes, it’s about 
business value — lower costs and risks, more innovation and enhanced community 
brand value. It’s about building a better community.  

People used to believe that a decrease in environmental quality was one trade-off for 
economic growth. But today, community leadership recognizes that a good environment
—quality of place—is ranked as the most important amenity in attracting high-
technology workers (like those moving to San Antonio)—more than housing, cost of 
living, and good schools. 

According to planning and open space researcher John Crompton, “Quality of life is not 
only important in relocation, expansion or initiation decisions, it is also important in 
employee retention and has an economic bottom line. . .If a community commits to a 
long-term, comprehensive plan to enhance the factors that it can control that positively 
influence the quality of life, it is likely to have an advantage over other places when 
recruiting and retaining business.”
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